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the armed forces and democratic transition in myanmar - the armed forces and democratic transition in
myanmar dr andrew selth fdi senior visiting fellow summary for decades, the armed forces have been the most
powerful political institution in myanmar. in 2008, this position was enshrined in a new constitution. since
2011, the a political history of the brazilian transition from ... - this article discusses brazilian political
history, from the military-political coup in 1964 through fernando henrique cardoso’s second presidential term.
written in the form of an explanatory summary, three themes are joined in a narrative on the transition from a
military dictatorship to a liberal democratic regime: the military, the ... the political economy of
myanmar’s transition - the political economy of myanmar’s transition lee jones school of politics and
international relations, queen mary, university of london, london, uk abstract since holding elections in 2010,
myanmar has transitioned from a direct military dictatorship to a formally democratic system and has
embarked on a period of rapid economic reform. reviewing in book of: “the military transition
democratic ... - reviewing in book of: “the military transition democratic reform of the armed forces” narcis
serra. extension of moragaat (discussions) in al- roia newspaper, oman, 8- 2016, 18-19. military
engagement - muse.jhu - the military transition: democratic reform of the spanish armed forces narcís serra
and marton harsanyi the spanish transition from a dictatorship to a democratic state began after francisco
franco`s death on november 20, 1975. king juan carlos i named adolfo suárez as the head of the ﬁrst government, placing the country on the path to change. el mocito : a study of cruelty at the intersection of
... - on the subject, democratic consolidation begins after the elimination of military interference in
governmental and judicial tasks, a process typical of the transition phase. civilian leaders then assume the
work of establishing a new defense policy, guaranteeing its implementation, and human rights and
democratic reform in burma - domini - democratic reform and improve lives. background . for many years,
domini’s policy was to exclude from our mutual fund portfolios any companies with significant involvement in
burma, a country run by a military regime that held its democratically elected leader under house arrest . by
avoiding investment naval postgraduate school - dtic - the military transition: democratic reform of the
armed forces, serra argues changes in civil–military relations occur along three axes: military professionalism,
civilian control of the military, and tension between civilians and the military. this analysis shows that military
professionalism and the the military and democracy in indonesia: challenges ... - xiv the military and
democracy in indonesia: challenges, politics, and power curity to external defense. indonesia began to take the
first steps to-ward democratic civilian control of the military while, for the first time since the 1950s, civilian
ministers have taken the reins of the country’s department of defense. transition to democracy,
corporatism and constitutional ... - the position that the amnesty law that the military had enacted made it
legally impossible to prosecute human rights violations. whatever their origins or modes, however, the main
obstacle that processes of transition must face in order to consolidate democratic institutions is the
curtailment of the network of de facto power rela- spain’s transition to democracy: a bibliography - narcis serra, the military transition. democratic reform of the armed forces (cambridge university press, 2010).
- javier tusell, spain, from dictatorship to democracy (wiley-blackwell, 2011). 2. articles - paloma aguilar,
transitional justice in the spanish, argentinian and chilean cases, democratic transitions in southeast asia
- hiebert: southeast asia testimony to sfrc subcommittee on east asia november 19, 2015 2 some observers
argue that the process of democratic reform in southeast asia has been thrown into reverse gear over the past
decade or so. of course, there are many examples of backsliding democratization and political reform in
south korea ... - for democracy in korea, the introduction of democratic political reform has been delayed
until recently. one needs to go beyond the economic causation to search for the conditions for democratic
transition and its consolidation. second, the new democracies need democratic leaders who can steer the
society on a proper egypt s democratic transition - carnegieendowment - egypt’s democratic transition.
the egyptian revolution is a turning point to be celebrated. in the months and years ahead, the country’s future
will be decided by egyptians themselves, of course. but the international community has an interest in a
stable, democratic and prosperous egypt. and a role to play. democratic transition egypt - euiss
homepage - experiences from spain: the military transition: democratic reform in the armed forces ...
experiences from morocco: the relationship between political parties, constitutional reform and democratic
transition: desired and probable outcomes ahmed boujdad, centre d’etudes et de recherches en sciences
sociales (cerss), rabat ...
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